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Model for the evolution of the impurity density included in the European Transport Simulator

is described in this work together with the implementation details and the results of the veri-

fication studies against the standalone model. European Transport Simulator (ETS) [1] is the

integrated modelling tool (workflow) capable to interpret and predict scenarios of the fusion

plasma devices. ETS includes several ’building’ blocks describing different plasma processes

(transport, heating, etc.) that are combined in transport equations describing evolution of the

plasma profiles (poloidal flux, density, temperature).

Accurate modelling of the impurity evolution is an important part of the scenario modelling

for the present and future fusion devices. Impurity effect on the plasma dynamics (like the

impurity accumulation or the imputity effect on the power exhaust) should be included in the

scenario modelling to get reliable predictions. Equations for the evolution of the impurity den-

sities are included in ETS. The verification of the impurity model for the ETS version using

Consistent Physical Objects (CPOs) for the data transfer was reported in [2]. Recently, ETS is

updated to use IMAS framework [3]. This was accompanied by the substantial modification of

the impurity model implementation in the simulator. The model details and the implementation

scheme are described in this work highlighting the modifications made as compared to the pre-

vious version. The results of the verification against the standalone modelling results obtained

using the SANCO code [4] for the parabolic kinetic profiles in JET-like geometry are presented.
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